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Notes

•  Formula program 
proposals largely 
match FAST Act

•  Capital Investment 
Grants outside Trust 
Fund

•  5339 identified for 
significant increase 
in President’s 
proposal



CTAA’s Legislative 
Priorities 
Approved by CTAA’s Board of Directors

§ Continued Growth for Bus & Facilities Funding
§ On-Demand Mobility for Rural & Specialized Communities
§ Right-Sized Regulations
§ Preserve the Medicaid NEMT Benefit
§ NEMT Opportunities Beyond Medicaid
§ Prepare for the 2020 Census
§ Create Local Match Relief During Disasters



FAST Act 
Reauthorization: 
Revenue & 
Solvency 
Questions 



Section 5339 Stability
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UNDERSTANDING THE STIC PROGRAM

Performance-based incentive program
Compares transit use in cities of 50,000 –
200,000 population to those of 200,000 –   

 1 million
When smaller cities perform better than larger
ones, they're rewarded with additional funds
Encourages small cities to invest in more
transit service

Where the Funding Comes From

Surface Transportation

Authorization

(ie. FAST Act)

Most federal funds for roads
& transit across the country

Section

5307

Program

Investment for urban
transportation systems

STIC

2 percent set-aside
of 5307 funds

Small
Transit
Intensive
Cities

Our Ask

# of factors:  1
 
2 percent:     $261,911

 
3 percent:    $392,867

The Jule
Dubuque

Increase

the STIC
set-aside

from 2
percent

to 3

percent

What a STIC Increase Would Achieve

In 2019, one STIC factor
is worth $261,911. An
increase to 3 percent
would be $392.867.

2% 3%

Se
t-A

si
de

 %

0 100000 300000

Increase: $130,955

$261,911

$392,867

Increase frequency

 
Lower fares

 
Expand operating hours

 
Add additional routes

 
Purchase more and larger vehicles

 
Hire more drivers

How Transit Systems 
Improve Performance to 

Receive  STIC Funds

For more
information

Contact CTAA Membership &
Communications Director

Rich Sampson at
sampson@ctaa.org or

202.415.9666
 

Or Communications
Specialist Taylor McGinley at

mcginley@ctaa.org or
202.415.9661

 

STIC Increase Bill: 
 
H.R. 3758 
 
Bipartisan measure introduced 
by Reps. Stanton (AZ), Davis 
(IL), Panetta (CA) & Palazzo 
(MS) 
 
Starting Senate counterpart bill 



Competitive Bus & 
 Bus Facilities Grants: 

 Trends – 2016 - 2018
 

Percentage of 
 Projects by 

 Population 
 Category

 

Number of
 Projects;  Avg.

Amount Per Project;
 Total $s Available &

Requested
 

Percentage of 
 Vehicle, Facility &

Statewide 
 Projects

 

2018
 

30

35

27
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Large
Urban

 

Small
Urban

 

Rural
 

Tribal
 

2017
 

46

23

20

4

2016
 

52

28

16
3

107
 

$3.4 million
 

Number of
Projects

 Average Amount
Per Project

 

139
 

$1.9 
 million
 

61
 

$3.5 million
 

64
46

15

Vehicles
 

Facilities
 

Statewide
 

79 60

12

44
19
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The federal competitive bus and bus facilities program – Section 5339b – is administered by the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA) and delivers crucial capital investment  to replace aging buses and facilities.

What follows is CTAA's analysis of the past three years of competitive grant selections by the FTA.
 

Ratio of $ Requested
to Available $ (per FTA

 

8 to 1
 

10 to 1
 

8 to 1
 



On-Demand Mobility for Rural 
& Specialized Communities 

Concepts & Developments

•  FY ‘19 Appropriations includes funding for applied technology technical 
assistance center 

•  CTAA Member Julia Castillo (HIRTA – Iowa) testifies before House T&I 
Committee in fall 2018

•  CTAA members deploying limited use of on-demand solutions 
(Wheels2U – Norwalk Transit District, Connecticut)

•  EXPO: It’s Time to Be Bold – Road Map Session 



Too much of the mobility innovation discussion is just that:

talk. Communities are searching for solutions to a range of

challenges and need to respond – now. CTAA and its

members are deploying new approaches through

projects  on-the-ground in communities across the country.

MOBILITY INNOVATION

& OUTCOMES

IN ACTION

Improving Community Outcomes

Through Better Transportation Options

Learn more at www.ctaa.org

Challenge:
Build  a community network
to support those battling
addiction reach required
program locations, some
with only hours notice.

Creation of a Community
Hub for Drug Court
participants co-locating
some services
and providing access to
bikes and volunteer drivers
to reach other program
locations. 

community
Shiawassee, MI

Innovation:

Challenge:
Connect those seeking
medical care and
ongoing treatment for opiod-
related addiction with free or
low-cost mobility options. 

Subsidization of trips on
public transit and ridehaling
services to reach opiod care
and treatment, along with
training for case workers and
other support staff to
increase familiarity with
mobility needs and options.

community
Huntington, W.V.

Innovation:

Challenge:
Improve local community
transportation options to
connect residents with
employment, education and
community services. 

In partnership with Toyota,
CTAA worked with local
mobility providers in each
community to assess needs,
determine opportunities and
identify responsive and
sustainable  transportation
services.

communities
Princeton, IN;
Georgetown, KY;
Tupelo, MS

Innovation:

Challenge:

Development of mobility
management resources to
connect parents with
affordable mobility options to
reach reunification
process meetings and
programs via public transit
and ridehailing options. 

community
Oklahoma City, OK

Innovation:

Increase rates of parental
reunification for families with
children in the foster care
system.

Challenge:
Reduce no-show and
cancellation rates for medical
appointments and treatment
in a three-county region.

Identification of under-utilized,
mid-day capacity at local
transportation providers and
creation of an app for health care
providers to directly schedule
trips for patients likely to miss an
appointment. 

community
Southern Maryland

Innovation:

Challenge:
Improve effectiveness of non-
emergency medical
transportation (NEMT) services
to better serve customers.

Flint MTA cultivated relationships
with regional medical providers to
allow for same-day and real-time trip
scheduling and utilizes smaller, more
efficient vehicles that offer improved
accessibility and comfort for riders.

community
Flint, MI

Innovation:

Challenge:
Operate more fuel-efficient
transit vehicles that also
reduce the agency's carbon
emissions footprint. 

Rogue Valley Transit District is
preparing to install a fueling system
that captures methane emitted from a
nearby landfill that is converted to
power the agency's fixed-route buses,
releasing no harmful  emissions from
the vehicles. 

community
Medford, OR

Innovation:

By utilizing design-thinking principles and incorporating community-based assessment and planning practices, CTAA and
its members are delivering these and other innovative projects that recognize the role of technology as a tool to
achieve better outcomes, not an end in of itself. We believe this approach to improving community mobility can lead to
similar, practical efforts that address other significant challenges, such as:

Access to education
Affordable housing

 Behavioral health
 

Planning and land use
Serving veterans
Tribal communities

Child care
Homelessness
Imigrant & refugee communities

 



Right-Sized Regulations
Key Issues

•  Build off momentum from safety rules        
deferment (rural) & exemption (specialized)

•  Solutions-oriented approach

•  Partnership with AASHTO

•  Consultation with FTA & DOT on 
improvements on circulars and guidance

•  Statutory changes for reauthorization 



RURAL TRANSIT'S
OUTSTANDING
SAFETY RECORD

S 
A 
F 
E 
T 
Y Statistics from the National Transit Database (2017)

Analysis by the

1,270+ 
Systems

Rural Transit Providers

128.7
 Million

Riders
Total Annual Passenger Trips

24,000+ 
Vehicles

Total Rural Transit Vehicles

27.5
Million 
Service
Hours

Annual Vehicle
Revenue Hours

487 
Million 
Miles

Annual Vehicle
Revenue Miles

Fatalities Involving Rural Transit
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# of Fatalities

Note: Data from any reported incident involving a rural transit vehicle, regardless of at-fault driver

Total Transportation Fatalities by Mode (2017)
Car occupants 13,363

Pedestrians 5,977

General
aviation 330

Intercity &
commuter 
rail

304

Rail transit 143

Urban transit 98

Rural transit 4

U.S. Air 
carriers 0

Source: U.S. DOT Bureau of Transportation Statistics

Note: Fatalities for rail include suicide, trespassing and grade crossings. Transit fatalities include
all accidents involving transit vehicles, including deaths from car occupants.



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

H.R.1394 ( Introduced by Rep. Brooks R-IN-5) 
 

“Nonemergency Medical Transportation.—Nothing […] shall be construed as requiring a 
State plan under this title (or a waiver of the plan) to provide for transportation to and 
from providers as specified in section 431.53 of title 42, Code of Federal Regulations (as 
in effect on the date of the enactment of this subsection).” 
 

HHS and CMS Joint Letter to the Nation’s Governors  
 

“States may also consider creating greater alignment between Medicaid's design and 
benefit structure with common features of commercial health insurance, to help 
working age, nonpregnant, non-disabled adults prepare for private coverage. These 
state-led reforms could include[…] Waivers of non-emergency transportation benefit 
requirements;” 
 Putting America First – The President’s Budget for HHS FY2019 
 

“Make Medicaid Non-Emergency Medical Transportation Optional. Under current 
regulations, states are required to provide Non-Emergency Medical Transportation to 
all Medicaid beneficiaries. The Budget commits to using regulatory authority to change 
provision of this benefit from mandatory to optional. [No budget impact]” 
 

HHS and CMS Annual Unified Agenda 
 

“This proposal will reexamine current regulations under which States are required to 
assure NEMT for all Medicaid beneficiaries when they have no other means of accessing 
medical services. The goal of this proposed rule is to provide States with greater 
flexibility as part of the administration’s reform initiatives.” 
 

FEBRUARY 
2018 

 

THE 
GATHERING 
THREATS TO 

NEMT 
 

MARCH 2017 

State Medicaid programs are required to provide necessary transportation 
for beneficiaries to and from providers through the non-emergency medical 
transportation (NEMT) benefit, which facilitates access to care, and positively 
impacts an individual’s health care outcomes.    
 
Despite the positive outcomes from providing transportation, there have 
been gathering threats against the benefit that could potentially eliminate an 
important benefit for millions of Medicaid beneficiaries, impacting access to 
care, and damaging health care outcomes. 

CTAA is currently tracking developments around the NEMT benefit and is working with a number of key stakeholders in this arena to develop and 
implement an advocacy and policy strategy.  Contact CTAA Health Care and Transportation Associate, Alex King at king@ctaa.org or 202-340-5284 
for more information. 
 
 

MARCH 2017 

FALL 2018 
 

Help Us Defend the 
NEMT Benefit 

 
Create a long term statutory safeguard for the 
NEMT benefit and move it from regulation into 

Medicaid statutes. 
 

Support the Congressional Black Caucus’ 
appropriations limitation language blocking 

against the potential policy changes that could 
eliminate the NEMT Benefit. 

 

 
 

NEMT is an essential component of our Nation’s 
health care delivery system, particularly in rural 

areas. 
-- 

Over half of Medicaid transportation services 
are utilized by patients with the highest burden 

of chronic disease.  
-- 

Currently NEMT is utilized by roughly 10% of 
Medicaid beneficiaries, and only accounts for 

1% of Medicaid spending. 
-- 

Elimination of the NEMT benefit would have 
adverse impacts on patients, the health care 

system, and state budgets.  
 



Priorities for Reauthorization

of Federal Surface

Transportation Legislation 

 

CTAA – on behalf of its more than 1,200 members – supports
reauthorization of federal surface transportation legislation (currently
known as the FAST Act) that is responsive, predictable and flexible in
order to leverage state, local and private-sector investment and meet
ever-changing mobility needs in communities across the country.

 

Ensuring investment in mobility

that generates improved outcomes

for people and communities

 

While the federal gas tax has generated revenue to support surface transportation investments
in community and public transportation for more than a half century, its purchasing power is
dwindling as vehicles become more fuel efficient and its purpose is misaligned with transit's
objective to provide mobility alternatives to single-occupant car use. 

 

Community Transportation Association of America

 

Revenue

Certainty

 

Raise the Gas Tax...Now
 

Formulized federal transit
programs – including those for
rural and urban areas,
specialized mobility for seniors
and people with disabilities, and
for new buses & facilities – are
the lifeblood of the community
and public transportation
industry. 

  
Bipartisan leaders in both
Congress and across multiple
administrations have recognized
that value with increased
funding in both the authorization
and appropriations cycles. This
growth must continue in order
so mobility providers may
continue to effectively meet
their communities' increasing
and evolving needs.

 

Maintain & Grow
 Transit Formula 
 Programs

 

2018 | www.ctaa.org | @OfficialCTAA

 

OBJECTIVE

 

Recent federal surface transportation authorizations (MAP-21, FAST Act) have relied on short-
term, stopgap measures and general fund transfers by Congress to make up the shortfall between
declining federal gas tax receipts and investment needs across the range of federal surface
transportation programs. 

  
A multi-year authorization must be paired with an increase in the federal gas tax for at least the
duration of the authorization period to provide stability to the transportation trust fund accounts.

 

Explore Long-Term Revenue Mechanisms
 

New authorization legislation is an opportunity to consider and test out new revenue collection mechanisms that have the potential
to replace the federal gas tax, including a Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) fee as well as value capture tools that can translate the
improved individual and societal outcomes that reliable, effective and efficient mobility options can provide. 

 

Policy 

 Objectives

 

Sensible
 Regulations

 

Data-Driven,
Performance-Based

Innovation
 Transit managers often tell us

that reduced administrative
burdens would almost be as
valuable as increased funding.

  
The intentions behind many
federal transit regulations are
noble, but in application, they are
often too broadly applied across
our industry, regardless of the
size or performance.

  
CTAA has identified a number of
challenges from and – more
importantly – solutions to current
regulations to provide relief to
many small-urban, rural and
specialized mobility providers. In
an era of constrained resources,
these changes can significantly
reduce administrative time and
expenses.  

 

Every day, new technologies and
concepts are impacting mobility in
communities of all sizes.

  
Mobility providers have always been
nimble and adept, responding to both
opportunities and challenges with
flexible and responsive solutions to
meet needs.

  
Federal transit programs should
reward performance and incentivize
innovation to achieve even better
outcomes and adapt to changing
trends.  

  
The current Small Transit-Intensive
Cities (STIC) program – benefiting
high-performing, small-urban
communities – should find its set-
aside increased from 2 to 3 percent,
and is a model worthy for replication
to foster more and better service in
both larger urban and rural areas.

 

These objectives outline CTAA's
core areas of focus in the re-
authorization of federal surface
transportation legislation. There
are many complex details that
underlie each general area.
Those specifics are provided on
focus sheets for each objective
that correspond with this
overview document. 

 

Non-Investment Topics for Reauthorization

•  Increase STIC set-aside from 2 to 3 percent
•  Temporary local match relief during disasters
•  Formula funds distribution during shutdowns
•  Raising $5000 limit on used vehicle sales
•  Accounting for transit’s fully-allocated 

benefits 







Questions and Discussion

Rich Sampson 
sampson@ctaa.org 

202.415.9666 

Taylor McGinley 
mcginley@ctaa.org 

202.415.9661 


